
ACTS 4000 – 4099

John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

VUGG BOOKS



ACT FOUR THOUSAND
 
 
caricaturing acts compensate: “acts aura volatile”
 
laothing acts uprising: “acts steamy movement”
 
unburden acts plummet: “acts magic bottles”
 
slouch acts fabulous: “acts facts phantoms”
 
phantom acts exterminate: “acts pouch burdens”
 
actual acts recuperation: “acts loathing fears”
 
bottleneck acts elasticity: “acts complete rising”
 
smacj acts expurgate: “acts plumed fables”
 
movements acts rigorousness: “acts terminal porous”
 
steamroller acts crutch: “acts city purged”
 
volatilize acts versant: “acts rigor clutch”
 
auras acts arias: “acts versatile areas.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE
 
 
propagandist flaunts confirmation: “slate certain strands”
 
buttresses verification propagation: “swept rope rings”
 
widespread assertions prolegomenon: “noose climate perverse”
 
impervious prominency procreation: “tread rests gander”
 
inclination induces effectiveness: “flutes verse serve”
 
loosened erection unquestionable: “mint dice election”
 
strengthen redundancy disinformation: “red mulls mucous”
 
prop multitude prong: “tarmac figures prose”
 
unsusceptible promiscuous enlargement: “booster callous rain”
 
withstand proletariat brainwash: “barge throng discus”



 
ascertains trigger escalation: “quests fleck proxy”
 
legislate projection bolster: “moon page coin.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO
 
 
lacking basic crank: “cloud post flying”
 
lactating elapse thrill: “loot junction dials”
 
beginning aggrandize overjoy: “lank course beans”
 
behemoth primal malleable: “term clue cats”
 
irreducible spirits bounce: “sling coin moan”
 
upraise pliability designation: “graze duke moth”
 
nimonation tick underlying: “grin lack flake”
 
considered adjectives passe: “basin lapse gram”
 
slang posse clod: “prim splits bile”
 
catapult rankness dilate: “tack hives prose”
 
exclusive discourse ejection: “sign ounce mails”
 
alternatives benevolent boot: “hovers shrill flank.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THREE
 
 
dumbo birthright duet: “sheds doom fables”
 
reluctance obtuseness pushover: “baits limb lunge”
 
obfuscate deserts decrease: “creed times amber”
 
unclear besot payable: “probe spires cloth”
 
mateness distrust freedom: “able hive scepter”
 
questionable showdown scheduled: “burl malt cups”
 



upcoming sterility plunge: “sable mass clearly”
 
altered disreputable lamb: “fates reel mumbled”
 
unburden melodic combat: “blight ruse sorts”
 
accepted improbable somber: “soak rust showers”
 
liveliness uninspired victimized: “stem tablets melody”
 
liability clothing incredulity: “creased rush dual.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND FOUR
 
 
leverage discourages heading: “selected visualization blinders”
 
balance toleration currency: “wore grumbles searching”
 
dispatch torpor stretching: “stormier gulping spunk”
 
conflict grace audience: “dispensing stilt infringing”
 
authority downgrade drowsy: “incipit subtitles burdensome”
 
sensible fatality degree: “undoing terminology interlaces”
 
vantage exclude proof: “propensities pratfalls visually”
 
unhurried assumption conscript: “guttural restarts sorrel”
 
hew dazed elongate: “offices tentatively satiric”
 
military pump charity: “sharpener swiftly undergrowth”
 
missive trauma parable: “birdcall yearns trespass”
 
lustful division axiom: “insubordinations usury wallpaper.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIVE
 
 
moisten criterion matrix: “peeling synthesized upwards”
 
pamper gravity designation: “peeling serenaded smocks
 
modest balmy consequential: “peeling argent yclept”
 



lewd perfection abatement: “peeling precluded ocular”
 
monarch kneading mutation: “peeling unframed resistor”
 
abstemiousness disputants concernment: “peeling slithers infield”
 
grand wet humility: “peeling slyly embellish”
 
coddle idiom excellence: “peeling obscenely squabble”
 
transitory quest cushy: “peeling when turf”
 
occurs cabbage innocence: “peeling inhesion substantiation”
 
peeling chaste extreme: “peeling stupefactions skydive”
 
dewy damsel ductile: “peeling popguns warplane.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIX
 
 
expedient frigid jumper: “gain palpate winnow”
 
blue shatter prim: “soar notability whoppers”
 
luster cheater sprint: “expedient shoplifter incongruously”
 
bilk injury rocket: “gain mothballs shortcake”
 
disgust sheen bash: “soar upcoming vacillation”
 
sorry throe jitters: “expedient sizes telephoned”
 
soar sore whore: “gain used frijoles”
 
electrify boat mound: “soar survivals propaganda”
 
yell keeps yelling: “expedient transgress occur”
 
clever hotdog gouge: “gain ciders thrill”
 
gain scrub sanctum: “soar automatons kinsman”
 
undermanned main man: “expedient appendectomy trimmings.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN
 



 
cannonade pressure deceitfully: “twisting dandyism untangle”
 
earsplitting shrew shovel: “decline trophy sorghum”
 
astute irritable truncate: “twisting vinegar spears”
 
matters drop sinuous: “decline stenographers whist”
 
reprobate streamline crime: “twisting unduly tropical”
 
twisting gutter oneness: “decline toastier housework”
 
remarkable croon concurrently: “twisting reorients muskrat”
 
surroundings marriageable differentiate: “decline unfasten skewed”
 
pretense dawn snitch: “twisting eulogistic urban”
 
decline imbibe yielding: “decline ostriches shorthand”
 
bizarre elucidate unfeigned: “twisting platoon rubies”
 
basin trill elect: “decline protozoan gristle.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHT
 
 
titles screeds scours: “fellowship expel wannabe”
 
titles scourge screeches: “patter route gumption”
 
titles scouts screws: “whirl onslaught idealist”
 
titles scrabble scores: “blather garnish crass”
 
titles scream scrawny: “toilette float drill”
 
titles scorch scrappy: “vagabond somber manure”
 
titles scowl scissors: “queues siege smock”
 
titles scoop schemes: “doll disaffect accumulation”
 
titles scoot scion: “tenor chide covet”
 
titles scent schisms: “illusory images bladder”
 
titles schmo scope: “shush clad squad”
 



titles scram scorn: “useless block shuddering.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINE
 
 
fellowship garnish smock: “refresh improvised opera”
 
expel crass doll: “affording ladies legislation”
 
wannabe toilette disaffesct: “incessant daydreamer shambles”
 
patter float accumulation: “least leavings payable”
 
route drill tenor: “yodel indefinite parable”
 
gumption vagabond chide: “legerdemain legman leftovers”
 
whirl somber covet: “slang sung generosity”
 
onslaught manure illusory: “by horns folkways”
 
idealist queues images: “validity decriminalized deputation”
 
blather siege bladder: “soundless heaven warrant”
 
shush squad block: “chirps oblique supply”
 
clad useless shuddering: “literate luminary enactment.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND TEN
 
 
refreshment affording incessant: “arcade chronicle beats”
 
improvisation ladles daydreamer: “steps catalogs raving”
 
opera legislation shambles: “fire questioning footsteps”
 
least yodel legerdemain: “pregnant slides confidential”
 
leavings indefinite legman: “insatiable breaths insight”
 
payable parable leftovers: “deranged scriptural bullhorn”
 
slang by validity: “infirm sneezes treads”
 
sung horns decriminalized: “imprint muddled lottery”



 
generosity folkways deputation: “inquisition unrest reads”
 
soundness chirps literate: “confident communal bingo”
 
leaven oblique luminary: “dominant diaper stolen”
 
warrant oversupply enactment: “maybe hatter mania.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND ELEVEN
 
 
arcane five insatiable: “earsplitting dishonest warship”
 
chronicle questioning braths: “pragmatic indigent salt”
 
beats footsteps insights: “snout seasoned clams”
 
missteps impregnate derangements: “eminent extol corrupt”
 
catalogs sidles inscriptions: “dribble facial institution”
 
ravings confidental bullhorn: “exercising fraud thematic”
 
infrim imprint inquisition: “condiment esteem impotent”
 
wheezes meddlesome unrest: “tribute penal disgust”
 
reads tottery reeds: “schematic polished hearse”
 
confidental dominating baby: “drizzle emphatic pond”
 
community diaper chatter: “dormant parsley thrum”
 
bongo stolid mania: “bounce baits song.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND TWELVE
 
 
earsplitting pragmatic pout: “sidekick bush laughable”
 
dishonest indigence seasoned: “murmur soothsayer pod”
 
worship assault acclaim: “favoring enchanted percussion”
 
eminent doable exercising: “fleck vehicle convex”
 



extol facial fraud: “standpoint panorama parched”
 
corrupt destitution thematic: “skin flippers flag”
 
compliment tribute schematic: “craving exhaustive prussians”
 
esteem penury polished: “vessel margins tone”
 
impotent disgust rehearse: “anvil jeopardize winding”
 
drizzle dormant pounce: “myriad circus ballast”
 
emphasis parley straits: “fullness bumpers exit”
 
frond throng song: “repressed onerous chutzpah.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTEEN
 
 
sidekick mummify favoring: “suspicion populated dimmer”
 
brush soothsayer enshroud: “amidst nuggets cohere”
 
laughable nod pretension: “fabricate army napping”
 
wreck standpoint skin: “sunrise proscenium governs”
 
vehicle panorama yip: “wrongly spirited clams”
 
converse patched flogging: “honest layers spoilage”
 
craving vassel cavil: “tender comments balance”
 
exhaustive margin jeopardize: “frank teamwork windswept”
 
prudence bone blindingly: “mongoose plum collar”
 
myriad fullness oppression: “impaired sturdy rugs”
 
circa bump onerous: “piths prodigious dissection”
 
ballpark existence chutzpah: “swag flails accumulation.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FOURTEEN
 
 



suspicion fabricate wrongdoing: “cadaver witless dolls”
 
unpopulated fanny dispirit: “decamps hobbled calamity”
 
dimness flapping ram: “crease blurred rustic”
 
amorous sunset honesty: “bloodlines heady compass”
 
suggests proscenium slayer: “anodyne retraced plumage”
 
incoherently government spoilsport: “cadenza armchair belief”
 
hinder ballast breastwork: “talisman imbricate kidneys”
 
commitment yank windswept: “swift theology vapor”
 
papoose impairment pithy: “notebook taco resurrect”
 
plum study progeny: “persists thanksgiving decals”
 
collar drug dissection: “lumping tadpole cadence”
 
acculteration nails swaggerer: “peaches fury eats.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTEEN
 
 
cadaver decamp retread: “resurrect local notebook”
 
witless wobble hoarding: “lubricating tailspin traces”
 
droll calamity applied: “anodyne blurry treason”
 
grease rustic headfirst: “rolls fitful cadaver”
 
slurred floodgate sourpuss: “camping waggle calamity”
 
aerodynamic sugarplum bugbear: “caustic flooding sugar”
 
retrace cadenza debrief: “cabbage kinship swiftly”
 
tailspin kidney theology: “persists thankless decals”
 
lubricating swift vapor: “cadence impale slumber”
 
notebook persists slumping: “tapers theology debased”
 
taco thanksgiving tadpole: “armchair flowerpot frost”
 
resurrect decapod cadet: “applied accordion dread.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTEEN
 
 
peevish unction salvo: “redolent word fatigues”
 
fury implant gravel: “disengaged longitude loads”
 
treats interior sully: “nevertheless acute tooth”
 
novel oaths impale: “bailiwick peaking colors”
 
fishes lingo topcoat: “bombards mesh tomorrow”
 
venom sanctity intercourse: “rolling lonesome slates”
 
accuracy ditto plunge: “their idyllic exchange”
 
utmost corps knockout: “weeding zoo ignition”
 
divination dock bathe: “contrary topical masthead”
 
furry barricade freely: “fluke cameo fluorescent”
 
trademarked slave fauna: “bush ballads fluid”
 
sharing earth training: “intestinal charade beachhead.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTEEN
 
 
redolent nerveless bombardment: “ballads lush topical”
 
world acute meshes: “contrary idyllic thief”
 
fatigue to sorrow: “loaded latitude engaged”
 
disengagement balliwick logrolling: “fatigues words redoubt”
 
longitude speaking lonesome: “nevertheless azoic totem”
 
loading coloring legislating: “bailiwick seeking colors”
 
the exchange zoology: “changeling wedlock masthead”
 
idyll wedlock ignition: “fluke plural intestines”
 



contrary blockhead camera: “beachhead charade pubescent”
 
tropical fluke fluorescent: “chimera ignition biology”
 
blush fluids parade: “legislating lonesome logrolling”
 
ballads intestinal beachhead: “tomorrow mashes bombs.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTEEN
 
 
generic by gentry: “ship intersects spiders”
 
immaterial by incapacity: “jelly swallows windows”
 
unshackled by manifests: “cakes feather pink”
 
curvature by inferences: “webs radical stranded”
 
unaffected by futility: “headers sandy papers”
 
advocate by evergreen: “samovar impunity sadness”
 
fuzz by flintlock: “roasts pandemic sandblasters”
 
recommend by fierceness: “unfiltered shark tears”
 
drench by dreadnought: “pipes stormy bandwidth”
 
undergarment by dredge: “national hedge hazards”
 
dream by chuckhole: “cheese sanctuary optimist”
 
androgynous by okeydoke: “salutary commercial frosting.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETEEN
 
 
penmanship cakes headlong: “hazards wedge interns”
 
intersect feather sandbox: “blasts epidemic boasts”
 
spider pork sandpaper: “window hallowed jelly”
 
jelly web samba: “spiders intercept pens”
 
shallows radical immunity: “flakes leather pork”



 
widow sandy sacredness: “webbed radial sundry”
 
coast uttered sandpipers: “muttered shirk leers”
 
pandemic shark sandstorm: “sneeze sacred optimism”
 
sandblast cheers sandwich: “hosting convection suburbs”
 
international cheese salutatorian: “spans stormy stairsteps”
 
wedge sanctimony connective: “creeds immunity sameness”
 
haphazard optimism frosting: “papers boxing unread.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY
 
 
mutual draws chances: “scaling defying recapitulate”
 
consequenty drinker cluttered: “sharable assimilation thumbnail”
 
disappointed deliver church: “strokes lineups scorch”
 
hordes breaks buffet: “escorting upsilon tournament”
 
salary ruling outboard: “upheaval masseuse continent”
 
shopper dourest aristocracy: “varying vein spa”
 
amused cheap fizzes: “punched sojourns maharaja”
 
department rubber secret: “frappe rabidity scooping”
 
physique owned mesmerizing: “voluble thoroughfare workshop”
 
connection eccentric personally: “teetered meteorites transiting”
 
lousy cellar version: “virtuoso bestial erased”
 
soup fantastic superhighway: “sluggers criterion twilit.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY ONE
 
 
wonder called sweet: “vespers kielbasa anaerobe”
 



worth dear dollars: “yodels unscathed semolina”
 
exact bitch sightseeing: “tress ravioli spanners”
 
investigated throat treat: “flabbergasting rafter whelm”
 
roulette consumer janitoral: “underwriting solitaire scale”
 
actually chapter sucks: “intercity summer lapdogs”
 
dictated stricter visualize: “spikes icicles thrones”
 
jerk desk tusk: “threescore fourteen trotter”
 
practical mobbed speech: “thugs deposits windpipes”
 
cocktail troops subscriptions: “sashayed haystack selfhood”
 
elevator insane exemplary: “towhee woodbin reputes”
 
illustrate chased platters: “comparatively horsefly sunrises.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY TWO
 
 
deejay either madness: “situates tongue theatrical”
 
necessary snowjob fireworks: “unbiased spearmint tidbit”
 
guaranteed headless trotting: “overhead spokesmen implicate”
 
smoker musical suitcase: “whirlpool seducers stated”
 
satire memory muffin: “snaring override styptic”
 
performances bonus screams: “granules cubes carbonate”
 
freelancer pauses bibs: “ovation succumb umbrella”
 
humanly mileage gladiator: “performing warmer minnows”
 
paperback monkey submarine: “outlying unions trisection”
 
margarine television badge: “warning tailgate thinking”
 
crucifix career newsstand: “zigzags selflessness wholesale”
 
clickers alternative frankfurters: “yammered familial drug.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY THREE
 
 
bother driven auction: “plaintiff waistline glands”
 
paddle ring arrangement: “clips drawl cogency”
 
history copious register: “clocks surmise canoe”
 
sightseeing notch cancan: “global tourniquet cicada”
 
nominate percentage stammering: “sidle tremulous phonics”
 
overweight softer hallucinating: “sleight nominal skits”
 
telephoned freaks hands: “sortie puddles bachelor”
 
tremendous certifiable punchline: “rivet twang spurious”
 
slide asterisk piano: “blotch porcelain coffee”
 
caricature blockbluster currency: “tweak cornfields azimuth”
 
attorney premise brawl: “halogen hammering canon”
 
globetrotter sugarcane spaceship: “resists flanger suction.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY FOUR
 
 
memoir coach jumbo: “software citrus theocracy”
 
powerboat cult upgrade: “vatic fishing pauper”
 
heavyweights credentials rededication: “licorice fully tectonic”
 
limelight penny friendliness: “prescient trochaic spinster”
 
manage outstanding sacrilege: “coddles gloomy frazzle”
 
unicorn flowers pastiche: “cornice mangy lemons”
 
dazzling shake authenticity: “heavenly chowder devours”
 
heirloom cheers cigars: “roach gut credence”
 
candy cellar flatware: “skinny handlers glower”
 



spinach lipstick sandpaper: “flakes dear shelter”
 
controversial belly wishes: “pastoral porridge fiends”
 
expressing undetectable elevator: “rebar gradual gumbo.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY FIVE
 
 
notational spam nurse: “unwarned radishes rethinks”
 
cultivate conviction valueless: “plagues untwist gruels”
 
insavory inform rung: “sufficiently propane vagaries”
 
fearless nurture conceptual: “thyme woodpeckers undercurrent”
 
persuasion renowned attention: “sestina simpers unfairly”
 
popular impulsive announcement: “infers visage stanched”
 
deeds celebrity harbor: “refillable trefoil traders”
 
undisguised characters museum: “punk stabilities permanently”
 
fuel senses leisure: “quadrangles nondairy preceptors”
 
nothingness luminary yarn: “semaphores unwillingly animus”
 
alimentary leap witnessing: “isolation vine relinquish”
 
thumb curious commentary: “illicit worn coughing.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY SIX
 
 
extirpate spam usurpation: “wildwood tuition decals”
 
obliteration desires stretches: “hen marking comas”
 
amplify overflow erasure: “minions firms tributes”
 
snuff pedal provocative: “furnace wealthiest multifaceted”
 
protrusion ward inspire: “sophistry terrace torpedoed”
 
custody arrogance prophylactic: “populace phantasms stabile”



 
duration annoy scrutiny: “ruins inconveniently wallops”
 
knob muster paradigm: “snapped suddenness witling”
 
balloon gruff trickery: “locket well flecked”
 
transit sprig endeavor: “woodnote readmit scurrying”
 
mercurial sudden atrocious: “unavailable stigmatizing wren”
 
winner pang shipwreck: “splurged rifleman tinkers.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY SEVEN
 
 
methodize annunciation revels: “clinks whaling squawk”
 
freedom tinker knotted: “crew washrooms compacted”
 
satisfaction exacting conveyer: “unfulfilled maestro weapon”
 
declaration foul happy: “exacerbating wormwoods wattage”
 
integrate difficult garble: “snort ponchos unwisely”
 
please exuberant fiasco: “teaching nucleus picayune”
 
activity combat crib: “prohibited risibly urgent”
 
brave dawdle celebration: “spheroids whereupon woolly”
 
toxic observance herald: “dauntless improbable sharpen”
 
intricately rendering weep: “epigone melon skewers”
 
radical rote revival: “unorthodox habituates gadflies”
 
burning monkey excels: “ravishing transfigurations toxicity.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY EIGHT
 
 
attentiveness philander coordinated: “bodies memory into”
 
gallantry scramble cheery: “transhumant artifice rivals”
 



career showing teeth: “fallow cows knees”
 
lattice pains interpret: “burls equilibrium mints”
 
dwarf errand mesmerize: “dreaming conflates flaws”
 
fiddle livelihood disembodied: “snares digest batch”
 
outlawed upon arrival: “fizzles wharf lettuce”
 
configuration pomposity orifice: “carom gallows tense”
 
seemingly socket superhuman: “plunder rambler showers”
 
watchtower bursts beekeepers: “plainly errors liver”
 
digestion emporium crows: “apron posthumous rocket”
 
snarls ornamented disallows: “beef cheerful diner.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWENTY NINE
 
 
remiss drone suspension: “verdict ripe separation”
 
drone doff subside: “hones affix drones”
 
penitence recollect drone: “identity negligent home”
 
drone isolated wrench: “penance telephone mist”
 
negligent drone testimonial: “bone slough collects”
 
indemnify delegate drone: “solace tone deli”
 
drone relationship profit: “elated vocables purge”
 
affording evocative drone: “exilic volute chrome”
 
drone purge reprimand: “tripe foam groans”
 
reparation exoneration drone: “reaps none prophets”
 
rip uninvolved drone: “roan testament bench”
 
verdict drone tiptop: “sone subsequent penchant.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY
 
 
resentfulness disclaim feathers: “flat tools ellipse” 
 
acrimony questioner senses: “squish clean scission”
 
anger incapable uneaten: “ampere flexed umlaut”
 
virulent lessen afterworld: “dots noisy arras”
 
palpitate pushover alabaster: “conjugal daunt medical”
 
imitation trivia savory: “angelic across scents”
 
array severe elixir: “miter pulp violent”
 
noise accrue fool: “clams quest caprice”
 
dough dress flatulent: “lessons moreover rivers”
 
mediocre rampant incise: “veers crouton restive”
 
vaunt sexlessness glean: “wavering algebraic whorls”
 
congeal rummy relinquish: “beaten senseless weathers.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY ONE
 
 
gorge irreligious honor: “quaint token haze”
 
stunning sunning goose: “sheen juniper minnows”
 
heavenly gorilla hearsay: “carouse plumbers avarice”
 
sensational atheism gaze: “composite complex umbrella”
 
guzzle genial unbroken: “lumps fatigue harrow”
 
perished lout piquant: “contrite evergreen surgical”
 
borrow elicits germinating: “fished muzzle sartorial”
 
disfigure smidgen jumper: “evenly sunny hordes”
 
sump attribute seesaw: “righteous grunts patina”
 
surrogate compassion service: “these germinal pouts”



 
earnest climax pioneer: “electric smite tribunal”
 
constrict umbrage carousal: “replay mongoose horror.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY TWO
 
 
position clutching hypothetical: “nations flourish autarchy”
 
outcome impersonates outlook: “trophy scored bookish”
 
progeny buttocks persuasion: “syrup quickly blender”
 
refreshment exclusive automatic: “sped rupture orients”
 
attitude masquerade floret: “radix marmalade butters”
 
itinerant rhubarb ruination: “wary polis storied”
 
disorient insolvency boorish: “tine altitude freshly”
 
disruptive synchronously scope: “prodigious comet posits”
 
unwed unhesitating atrophy: “lurch persona mattock”
 
engender solitarily begetter: “clues mask barbs”
 
quirk cesspool manmade: “solvent chronic sites”
 
usurpation repository ineradicable: “persimmon clout heretical.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY THREE
 
 
tutelage crawl process: “emphatically rare pensive”
 
passions whirlpool innate: “states gaunt massage”
 
relating edifying bristly: “volatile surmise hinders”
 
dilute heading lunatic: “magus mantic attic”
 
baleful falter commandment: “whistles cognate recess”
 
dimwit dances damage: “extracts obscure bang”
 



hanging damp hindrance: “room mends eggs”
 
obscurity podium sunrise: “with beautiful dilate”
 
exacted confounded vacillate: “relative poisons lager”
 
fog emphasizes passage: “crew politic eddies”
 
amends clarity gauntlet: “reading alternative trances”
 
doom compensation station: “clamp code flounders.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY FOUR
 
 
possession vehicles postulated: “we were where”
 
swank berth colony: “where we were”
 
clutching mandate soil: “we were where”
 
presuppose deterrence moneymaking: “where we were”
 
climb posterity uselessness: “we were where”
 
syllabus passage propitious: “where we were”
 
recommendatory anticipates recrimination: “we were where”
 
convalesce vying strapping: “where we were”
 
bullheaded discovers inexorable: “we were where”
 
disrobe severe striate: “where we were”
 
stunner media remorselessness: “we were where”
 
wombat harlot combat: “where we were.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY FIVE
 
 
notorious insignificant curiosity: “was as was”
 
dignitary plummet impulse: “was as was”
 
reputed witnessing atypical: “was as was”



 
detect snack arresting: “was as was”
 
shooting duty bewilderment: “was as was”
 
outlet rearrangement dereliction: “was as was”
 
crutch sloth consumer: “was as was”
 
sticker stringency leadership: “was as was”
 
proxy pacify bracing: “was as was”
 
wand containing goad: “was as was”
 
inflict frame sterile: “was as was”
 
sodden srike digress: “was as was.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY SIX
 
 
impede exemption accuse: “if it is”
 
unalterable shortchange droplet: “it is if”
 
trinket trial overshadow: “if it is”
 
malign sweep resident: “it is if”
 
elate chuck exalting: “if it is”
 
flush underlying ouster: “it is if”
 
heave cloud fluency: “if it is”
 
verve boot pauper: “it is if”
 
sadden curse downgrade: “if it is”
 
weighty hump wonderous: “it is if”
 
onerous spoils obligation: “if it is”
 
freight stripe teeter: “it is if.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY SEVEN



 
 
pickings swelter insipidity: “at that, at”
 
artist cliche equipose: “at that, at”
 
baking sack striate: “at that, at”
 
negate antidote acme: “at that, at”
 
affinity consternation wound: “at that, at”
 
stopgap tendril everlasting: “at that, at”
 
functioning bouquet peregrination: “at that, at”
 
negotiations sheer edification: “at that, at”
 
mimicry literature gluttonous: “at that, at”
 
fingertips echoic contrivance: “at that, at”
 
confabulation crowned bloodless: “at that, at”
 
clotted pork jabber: “at that, at.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY EIGHT
 
 
politic gloss pry: “flawed painting theories”
 
narc assuredly inveterate: “cringe social else”
 
implicate unbecoming harmless: “folding squid caustic”
 
imputation skeptical diversified: “highway needle allure”
 
lewd capacity overjoy: “teeth noted popular”
 
eviction rudimentary inspiration: “ambient emotional mask”
 
grace entangled ancient: “cortex butter triage”
 
bounce mechanical casket: “hazard piano gospel”
 
merriment dilate bulldoze: “thimble crab pollen”
 
gigantic steep letup: “voodoo astronaut midnight”
 
snatch appalling earth: “havoc surface cake”



 
tattered encouragement bong: “razor blender dirt.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND THIRTY NINE
 
 
postulated gig novitiate: “unseen appetites speak”
 
orientation satellite doctrine: “dream jobs harmony”
 
monarch pillar absorb: “coin suckles gripes”
 
grip broadcast probability: “arch orient posts”
 
success guise billet: “fig sate pills”
 
coincide gadget loins: “cast guest fidgets”
 
harmonious whopper romantic: “shop spokes crux”
 
jobless spook breather: “posits poems social”
 
beam crucial fiend: “glow lance gallant”
 
doublespeak posterity gala: “rends breath roams”
 
unappetizing poetic nonchalance: “lions bills probe”
 
unseen dissociation glare: “scab twine novels.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY
 
 
odious circumstance feathers: “radial posse lyric”
 
engages ruffles perpetrator: “germs tussle aura”
 
fragrant delayed maturation: “lips whole boating”
 
stinking fleeing paradise: “pink flags grant”
 
voting age thunderstorm: “otic stance rifles”
 
alcohol truths dawnbreaks: “layers fleet page”
 
skipped classes glades: “tooth glassy spoken”
 
aromatic broken subjugation: “magic blood sheet”



 
hassles imagining castles: “stout braces noting”
 
terminal good times: “loom wig tomes”
 
delirious shit pig: “wrestles jugs blades”
 
pussy snout blossom: “dawns storms dice”
 
radical embraces nothing: “turns purple weather.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY ONE
 
 
provisions contentment objection: “boycott bloody drying”
 
stipulation protrusion ideally: “refuted topple contrary”
 
forerunner tentative splendid: “analysis either ordinary”
 
defying ego donor: “parallels starve true”
 
annoy lip experience: “society precisely interventions”
 
demand lettered essential: “burden israel argues”
 
permisible lattice fatiguing: “consciousness preached fortnight”
 
muddy blood paint: “knockout electoral designed”
 
absence apple grouch: “instructive entrenchment voting”
 
reticent void laudation: “tool incentives water”
 
whimper weighted pus: “electricity prompting shock”
 
complicated toil harp: “destroying sponsoring loosely”
 
earmark charm kneel: “tragedy realistic cabal.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY TWO
 
 
solitary cherish unconcern: “eroded resistance longer”
 
suspension favor relocation: “fiefdoms model worth”



 
departure blank delay: “unity panic loyal”
 
postpone recollection isolated: “cumulative strain believe”
 
abatement antidote regret: “regime sectarian decimate”
 
faint commemoration elixir: “hurt civil depleting”
 
population evocative recall: “fatal theft partition”
 
purge stubborn ebb: “conceal staple continuing”
 
eliminating uninvolved remission: “fingerprints episode unfolded”
 
testimonial pluck aloof: “destruction emerging formula”
 
revive indirectly slackness: “limited decades solutions”
 
gold memory riddance: “durable ensured cornered.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY THREE
 
 
dandy endless inflated: “strings munificence media”
 
madden disentangle denotes: “increase included entrenched”
 
accuracy anger crackerjack: “reasons written air”
 
shame elevate unfolding: “experience bombs phrasing”
 
decay hate unseen: “targeted message meeting”
 
distaste tusk distortion: “adept substantial breaking”
 
pieces veil discontent: “currently desired multitude”
 
indisposed discredit extricate: “irreversible community manifold”
 
desires discord belly: “mischief clothes ditched”
 
supplication snub subterranean: “continues response responsible”
 
pugnacity prayer possessions: “grid objections prisons”
 
donor bawl derogate: “fortress apartheid security.”



ACT FOUR THOSUAND FORTY FOUR
 
 
 senile importance vanity: “permaculture traveled rotations”
 
vedor poise elder: “compost thinking systems”
 
powers audible singularity: “fossil corporate markets”
 
demure insolent convince: “future collapsed revered”
 
plop poetry collude: “across complete similar”
 
wrinkle deception grind: “peak warming trained”
 
speech crops hardship: “breaking soil atmosphere”
 
fleck scheme pledge: “polluted resources theory”
 
nostrils scrutiny belongings: “contraction reliance breads”
 
cranny pang entreat: “annual cope harvesters”
 
endowment craven rupture: “bubbling trigger levels”
 
betray plighted quizling:  “shift calf vegetables.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY FIVE
 
 
shard relationship alootment: “transnational seminal class”
 
institution dispensation trouncing: “impact flows seeking”
 
smidgen unmistakable wreck: “pinpoint zero conjugating”
 
suspend crush allocate: “hegemonic logic whereby”
 
skin stained slashing: “rivals potential strategic”
 
gloss slipshod potential: “ferment states umbrella”
 
socket sleuth incision: “recovery fraught shattered”
 
error blood bemusement: “intrinsic velvet desires”
 
release extenuate slither: “strings dual hand”
 
lapse prowl fluency: “impulse security subservient”



 
skinny plummet  swarming: “succumb within derives”
 
drinking mood technicality: “conjoined series inherent.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY SIX
 
 
fathom linchpin glimpses: “where haste restrains”
 
anatomy range zodiac: “irenic blooming haunts”
 
leaked hierarchy clearance: “otic vocable tangents”
 
tangibly unusual dollars: “toxic breathing sleeps”
 
vocabulary inhibition code: “landed polished coasts”
 
optic windmill platypus: “speaks analogous random”
 
slips whisked detainee: “lunch strange heirlooms”
 
breadth secrecy chase: “sural inhabits winding”
 
taxonomy gamma whereas: “blood curative interstice”
 
costing good hunt: “flat modal hollow”
 
perishibility security blossoms: “clear zoo glimmers”
 
lauded intelligence irony: “brisk secret grammar.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY SEVEN
 
 
ephemeral squared precautionary: “volute funnel mental”
 
trains rubber breathing: “dial identical wagers”
 
screwdriver scheme frown: “gates rupture rumored”
 
bushes stability documentation: “timely cells hostile”
 
headlines heights tunnels: “accordion layered tricksters”
 



headache benchmark volume: “storms wondering historic”
 
triggers track tigers: “arch beads brushes”
 
spraypaint caboose identification: “newt rains ethereal”
 
accreditation chug diary: “squid robber dreams”
 
holistic steam tumor: “tablet weights wrench”
 
excellence pondering rapture: “snack moose drugs”
 
estimated history updates: “gown wreath preamble.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY EIGHT
 
 
emission festival announce: “leaves dendrite apples”
 
library ages people: “drizzle simmering exile”
 
brothers since childhood: “souls profane relativity”
 
minds warehouse appreciate: “grizzled ponies choice”
 
museum organic children: “spotted social damages”
 
clever cleaver believer: “ductile iguana money”
 
monkey spatula exhibit: “swarms tarmac glowering”
 
marijuana society summertime: “leveraged muse rinds”
 
conducted dramatic puzzle: “bothering literary missions”
 
growers guzzlers creativity: “festive wages sense”
 
stanza penis profundity: “mouse organelle retriever”
 
farms voice soils: “should steeple flounce.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FORTY NINE
 
 
bafflement physics savaged: “sod foals spokes”
 
video ghetto benefactor: “chasm hearth truce”



 
declaration imaginary postwar: “spinal cavity codes”
 
hope springs ghosts: “formal lathered content”
 
hammering vulgarized caskets: “orange attics factor”
 
applied apples aplenty: “roads anvil placid”
 
containing melange jokes: “pliers stammering rope”
 
gathered attacked goals: “clarity voodoo waffles”
 
forms doctor god: “psychic stiletto magic”
 
scads goad truth: “wings garish supple”
 
excavated civility heart: “flinty basket hosts”
 
finally replacing orgasm: “postage beans salvage.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY
 
 
terrorism historical life: “prehensile argent miser”
 
novitiate cadence faults: “laser rabbit traipse”
 
triumph accuse manner: “mines storied claps”
 
penetrated monks curls: “peach court mittens”
 
habit degeneracy lip: “trumps nova territory”
 
plaster muster master: “hysterical cadets curse”
 
unclasp accusations misery: “mink genetic bluster”
 
mystery heaven margin: “breach conic station”
 
administered incarnated apprehension: “sequential angular peace”
 
permitted consequence negation: “accurate leavened carnal”
 
scourge angels overcome: “aster slips furls”
 
preach peach reach: “banner vaulted knife.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY ONE
 
 
artistically corny living: “pulse diced car”
 
authors demonstrate flowers: “lawn known domino”
 
laughter milieu doubt: “vogue verse curved”
 
desires adapted collapsed: “assure lumpy barking”
 
gestures chimerical fathers: “frown none spurn”
 
transposed alleys legs: “frays paginated providence”
 
barbarism says ahh: “posits cultures siren”
 
jumping vagina paradise: “slaughter abhors artisan”
 
pleasurable provenance impulse: “cornice monstrance millet”
 
burn vague domination: “adopt chemical allege”
 
noun verb noun: “logs further collate”
 
clown swerve clown: “snout flows given.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY TWO  
 
 
volataire bumper sticker: “barely rendered plicate”
 
shock nazism ubiquitous: “powdery syrup avenger”
 
moments meaningless technology: “actual very sadist”
 
philosopher acts implicit: “code doom urinal”
 
production abstract surrender: “labored distaste signs”
 
visible valuable boredom: “cordite advent hives”
 
marginal absolute revenge: “risible induction sophist”
 
freedom means surprise: “momentary locked voltage”
 
decade arguing power: “umpire nozzle yearning”



 
unsatisfied recorder resignation: “facts obstruct voluble”
 
everyday intervention disgust: “soluble meat glue”
 
actually live collaboration: “analogy quietly thicker.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY THREE
 
 
immediately rotten meditation: “solvent placid rubble”
 
established iconography rubber: “nightly chimera backlash”
 
memory mammary interred: “germs finger divided”
 
extermination explode doubling: “nose chimes invent”
 
hung mnemonic displacement: “wolverine primp seasons”
 
ancestors echoes dissolves: “kiosk sneakers turquoise”
 
solvent flapjack flashback: “asphalt tongue terminus”
 
crimes skin camera: “memorial tablets mediate”
 
noose overcoat dignity: “rotting icons summary”
 
individuality kentucky reasons: “implode pneumatic shoes”
 
fingerprints speakers prince: “flashback flinty raincoat”
 
terminate bourgeois werewolf: “terse robbery diction.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY FOUR
 
 
leisure structures floating: “abound leap keening”
 
revolutionary continuation gift: “crypts potsherds subaltern”
 
workplaces rockabilly redesign: “balding picnics frank”
 
councils wrecks weening: “shiny deuce transliterated”
 
forgotten susceptible sleep: “chute phantasm volition”
 



conditions television abundance: “modified rooster miscreant”
 
translated asks subversive: “conduit forgery stencils”
 
reduced cartoon potlatch: “placemats revolver treasury”
 
tiny blowing scripts: “strictures discontinuous rocketry”
 
yanks commodification violation: “flecks septic telepathy”
 
panic toaster fantasy: “tusk cocoon bowling”
 
baudelaire recreational muteness: “signifier rift bloated.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY FIVE
 
 
panty banner banter: “bearings moticos fur”
 
idling bantam panting: “dapper stormy snow”
 
semiotics generation ambition: “sham rotator tense”
 
youth corollary furiously: “nuggets barking surf”
 
talisman subtext motor: “bicycle gerbils thief”
 
sector symbolically childbearing: “cedar keen stream”
 
suffering defines glow: “vectors tailspin slouch”
 
marketing expanded worm: “amniotic tidal scant”
 
suggests consequences diaper: “spanner balsam gerontion”
 
intensified transcendence reification: “coral textures symbiotic”
 
notation unbroken merging: “finite pandemic sequence”
 
cram cream imbecile: “bitumen panda ranters.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY SIX
 
 
illusions voracious solipsisms: “hollow posits refuse”
 
asphyxiate tracing alienation: “harsh rhythmic thesis”



 
stupor fallout graffiti: “copper versatile ordnance”
 
projections critique refusal: “ventilates spindrift transistor”
 
hibernation chair poster: “melodic context sneeze”
 
hinting spirit swallowing: “diction goblet dispersed”
 
transmit barmaid antithetical: “hunting beryl injections”
 
swingshift beer gothic: “torpor transfixed allusion”
 
invention accepts hashish: “rapacious bracing redoubt”
 
preordained conditioning freeze: “curlicue chairman sprints”
 
reversible vomit recontextualizaion: “barters very excerpts”
 
unstoppable dispensations melodrama: “graphic aileron schism.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY SEVEN
 
 
could sweetness teach: “range lichen eels”
 
excited inside pain: “tone voices swimmer”
 
remember tears reproach: “sidereal thinking parquet”
 
wisdom loving eloping: “libel eventual swelters”
 
ribbon supposing likeness: “gags summit rascals”
 
measuring clatter estrangement: “troubling visions dual”
 
separation resonance dimmer: “azure robin whistle”
 
thinner looseness choices: “ember exits cold”
 
consideration harmony bones: “sweepers instead ears”
 
melting trembling graciously: “livid poster cashier”
 
evening division consuming: “sonic looter harpoon”
 
liberty assiduous exaggerating: “encroach brain peach.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY EIGHT
 
 
composition wax habit: “comment unless facility”
 
mention pussy twice: “authors power writhing”
 
surprise suffering cultivation: “fused secret crests”
 
tobacco books fountain: “reading normal stress”
 
violent eating correction: “settles laggard flowing”
 
thunder wonder splendor: “lather pears ray”
 
writing gathered rests: “under volatile taco”
 
powder appeal secretion: “sunrise motions osmosis”
 
authority tray confused: “lax posse surfers”
 
docility setting dressed: “splinters corrosive mountains”
 
restless ragged formally: “nooks beating hunger”
 
commission flowers readers: “cult sliced tidbit.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND FIFTY NINE
 
 
spite enthusiastic handle: “pastor drains caustic”
 
pave meadows please: “haven slotted rental”
 
betters messed blessing: “wavelength muddled haunts”
 
behind ripe caution: “oar loud fades”
 
blanket owl sprain: “glutton utility turnip”
 
bunch ham plaster: “kneeled razor blur”
 
shade skate mental: “hunch junket beehives”
 
cloud laughter slaughter: “fetters naïve split”
 
hoary bake shaved: “entire mettle moss”
 
hunted peeled returned: “tripe bowl sham”



 
middle crazy reliability: “fate lighter flake”
 
wavers purr mutton: “lessons release huddles.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY
 
 
act of ending: “hoary hunted middle”
 
act of feeling: “wavers bake peeled”
 
act of rhythm: “crazy purr shaved”
 
act of disgrace: “returned reliability mutton”
 
act of sullenness: “entire tripe fate”
 
act of raining: “lessons mettle bowl”
 
act of broader: “lighter release moss”
 
act of remarkable: “sham flake huddles”
 
act of strings: “hoary wavers crazy”
 
act of resembling: “returned entire lessons”
 
act of quoted: “hunted bake purr”
 
act of unchosen: “reliability tripe mettle.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY ONE
 
 
understanding loving written: “swerve pounce lectures”
 
description repeating description: “lilt grime hammer”
 
following struggling expressing: “novel crux winters”
 
certainly kissed election: “chutes trait bound”
 
queen lingering announcement: “surely seeps rebound”
 
spoiled relate observed: “stingy resume fanged”



 
eagles happenstance stammer: “failures flying commerce”
 
dangling diamonds lime: “wiggles polite sheen”
 
presume surly lily: “curtains fallow scripture”
 
stringing sleep wither: “thunder above reap”
 
commencing resound crucial: “rugged mist fingers”
 
crying parachutists novelists: “estate apples dialog”
 
waterfall portrait noun: “pressed script ritual.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY TWO
 
 
generation plays permanent: “position phone trip”
 
everywhere wandered distraction: “tone sense rain”
 
exception concentration alongside: “bowl exit moans”
 
monuments interested wounds: “slept very genes”
 
exciting corrected coldly: “splays wonder centrist”
 
bowels explain commas: “infested corrodes plaintive”
 
pain painting panting: “ranting nerves routes”
 
sensibility nervous typewriter: “hail volume stings”
 
astonished brutally broadcast: “blends wrong bandana”
 
trap hallelujah bananas: “vast writing pausing”
 
telephone values song: “comments boldly sounds”
 
composition sitting endless: “belongs traction immanent.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY THREE
 
 
absolute annually handling: “free narrative lyrics”
 



audience ignoring publishers: “lament empty strange”
 
heard coming contained: “sequence blenders abused”
 
absurd conventional deserved: “read audio solute”
 
ended uncharted mainstream: “animal snoring homeland”
 
consequently abundance wordlessly: “ventral charters ambulance”
 
ranges cretin remembered: “certain heroic lechers”
 
emphasized superheroes poetic: “petroleum discontinuous petals”
 
limit lecturing yummy: “blunder larceny consumers”
 
layout patrol customers: “yammers noetic embers”
 
narration disconnect complacency: “heard streaming swerves”
 
spree penal underground: “content rubbish candles.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY FOUR
 
 
republican beachhead return: “exit recent words”
 
communicates nothing hatband: “turnip ventilates chant”
 
conscious beer effort: “native reality vests”
 
worthless decomposition badge: “conch munificent publican”
 
unreal instinct approval: “bleach noted veer”
 
creative vomit mystifications: “decal sphincter hermit”
 
mechanics panty browbeat: “plainly shrieks blenders”
 
intervention shrinks amplification: “bloated towels desist”
 
trumps endless series: “restive twister flees”
 
turd floated free: “serious fictional bleats”
 
nascent bowl artist: “misty provost bridge”
 
existence resisting arrest: “fort bandage detours.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY FIVE
 
 
dolphin postcard shamefacedly: “trident peerless capital”
 
sticking doctrine parachute: “manic abyss sultan”
 
companions letters latrines: “rims rooms nostril”
 
nostalgia impersonating apologies: “onions ticklish fins”
 
broomstick argosy tribunal: “postage doctored ladders”
 
brimstone bastard epoch: “personal argot buzzard”
 
suntan potlach dictionary: “patch vocable mocha”
 
analysis provocation humiliation: “tonsils sediment humid”
 
permanent democracy headset: “basement seasons wreckage”
 
recapitulation astonished reckoning: “mindset militant diction”
 
operated resentment sessions: “epoxy tribal analogy”
 
triumph humility abasement: “lecterns paradigm faceless.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY SIX
 
 
momentarily checkpoints implants: “linear sparkles tools”
 
revolving theft appreciation: “prayers figure condiment”
 
convictions swirl patriotic: “pardons rattle precocious”
 
surveillance vaults toothpicks: “tomb kinetic whipped”
 
ranking gorge spanking: “brackets clad boulder”
 
organization committed gasoline: “simmers basket leaps”
 
precious shut treatment: “gamete rankled veils”
 
cattle trick triggers: “conduit volute mention”
 
parolees hypodermic players: “pointed heft twirls”
 



chipped summer shoulder: “faults forge common”
 
bikini casket glad: “hut wicks dermal”
 
bomb sleepy brakes: “patrons apple planet.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY SEVEN
 
 
helicopter gangland emptiness: “tunnel green converge”
 
officers devastated dominant: “pitch sky gutless”
 
pounded cramped counted: “deter neon replenish”
 
neighborhood deopts authorities: “greed boon slides”
 
steering storyteller nondescript: “private parking blinding”
 
administration encroaching dubbed: “express incandescent treasury”
 
vacation distribution shrapnel: “excise joyous slugs”
 
attack prime draft: “bankers delaminate transformers”
 
immediate written gunmen: “basic conniving commerce”
 
parents militia money: “breaks zealot appointee”
 
rebuilding complex problems: “tunnel pitch deters”
 
wounded children party: “greed private express.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY EIGHT
 
 
private skyway slugs: “helix office pounded”
 
parking gutless bankers: “neighborhood steering administration”
 
blinding tunnel defunding: “vocation attack mediates”
 
greed greenway transformative: “parents rebuilding wounds”
 
boondoggles convergence basics: “gangs vast cramps”
 



slides expressway conniving: “deposits stories encroach”
 
deteriorate incandescent commuter: “distribute prime writs”
 
neon treasury breaks: “militia convex children”
 
replenish excise zealot: “empty dormant countess”
 
pitch joyous appointee: “authors nondescript clubs”
 
hosannas migraine sirens: “shrapnel drafts gunman”
 
pretty dreamed cooing: “honey problematic partly.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SIXTY NINE
 
 
skip shutdown radar: “radar hotdog relief”
 
hotdog relief recorder: “recorder landslides encrypted”
 
landslides encrypted standoff: “standoff statement deaths”
 
statement deaths coupon: “coupon disabling declaring”
 
disabling declaring competing: “competing funded inferno”
 
funded inferno proof: “proof seizure pest”
 
seizure pest cooking: “cooking mapping discussions”
 
mapping discussions industry: “industry mandated poverty”
 
mandated poverty spatula: “spatula body guards”
 
bodyguards economist: “economist economist burning reform”
 
burning reform suffers: “suffers kissed twombly”
 
kissed twombly arrest: “arrest skip shutdown.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY
 
 
uniform duress textbook: “counting bodybag weighed”
 
invisible opposition classroom: “vanilla queen qualification”



 
whistles conferences widows: “groom burden enshrined”
 
struggling enshrined trigger: “conferences opposition duress”
 
reforms burden emergence: “uniform invisible whistles”
 
president groom forbade: “struggling deforms resident”
 
headscarf qualification camp: “headscarf chopping media”
 
chopping queen juice: “evangelism empire blitz”
 
media vanilla cancer: “haircut stresses beaks”
 
evangelism weighed cheeks: “cancer juice clamp”
 
empire bodybag dresses: “forbid emergence trigger”
 
blitz counting haircut: “windows classic textbook.”

FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY ONE
 
 
deathless astonish medicine: “powder perspire benchmark”
 
indirect deep lackluster: “hollow tunnel gesture”
 
intervene determine telltale: “pending construed flounder”
 
vittles polarity benchmark: “loon hurried buckles”
 
outmoded gauge perpetrate: “bent units simplify”
 
makeup unrelenting empower: “hives slanted phylum”
 
simplify character gesture: “flakes modal vittles”
 
uniformity message barrel: “veins direct deathless”
 
silent senseless fallow: “tonic sleep determine”
 
phylum balloon flounder: “polar gauze unrelenting”
 
unplanted hurricane misconstruction: “actors sausage senseless”
 
contrive buckle suspend: “talus lobster medicine.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY TWO
 
 
salvage idemnity soar: “limbic brass mashed”
 
decline prudent damnation: “derides intuitive detours”
 
sagacious shield porn: “willow christens pretzel”
 
parallel beauty washed: “frazzle raids spackle”
 
misused precaution sass: “vigil fabulous confection”
 
glitch arresting mimic: “locust haunt artists”
 
perfection emotional defective: “ditch useless paralegal”
 
vulnerable wooden insistent: “saguaro clinical selvedge”
 
peril setback derision: “indents rodent yield”
 
airless bedazzle pretend: “bounty predation attests”
 
taunt braid cistern: “emotes woolen backlit”
 
focus smacking swallow: “corn emanation soap.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY THREE
 
 
hormones flaps microchips: “flaps microchips collective”
 
collective upscale onion: “flea wavers erotic”
 
listing dolphin mogul: “lyrical spoons dizzy”
 
sandwich allegory footage: “allegory footage eschewing”
 
lobby manic eschewing: “magical lobby wrench”
 
magical managerial concrete: “listens collective harmonies”
 
sizzler nook valentine: “nook valentine wolf”
 
spoon wof projector: “flips scaly dolphin”
 
lyrics training included: “allotropic panic managerial”
 
exotic luck rage: “luck rage pumpkin”



 
wavers zeitgeist pumpkin: “chips onion mogul”
 
flea buckle herbal: “feet chewing concrete.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY FOUR
 
 
revamp accident ticket: “bonnet champagne pimp”
 
created rooster code: “bonnet beef bubbles”
 
widespread transfer muse: “champagne shatters fascist”
 
doctor fossil culture: “pimp gristle currency”
 
criticism incorporates sponsorship: “criticism incorporates sponsorship”
 
currently surreal sprouting: “doctor spread sponsorship”
 
gristle gallery slipper: “accidental rooster transliterated”
 
fascination stump prize: “fossils corporate meal”
 
shatters keyboard pudding: “gallery lump keyboard”
 
blubber farewell bullhorn: “farewell bullhorn beef”
 
beef caravan tweaked: “code muse culture”
 
bonnet champagne pimp: “revamp accident ticket.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY FIVE
 
 
modernist nirvana addiction: “modernist moistens business”
 
bordering nippy addiction: “bordering heralds hardly”
 
restored gossip addiction: “restored adolescence berries”
 
camerawork nub addiction: “camerawork prose pragmatism”
 
pragmatic foreshadow addiction: “pragmatic camera restive”
 



prosaic unerring addiction: “prosaic borders modern”
 
strawberry penurious addiction: “strawberry nerves nippy”
 
adolescent vault addiction: “adolescent goose knub”
 
hardheaded charnel addiction: “hardheaded shadows error”
 
herald emaciated addiction: “herald pensive faults”
 
buisnesslike blowout addiction: “businesslike charming emancipated”
 
moist precept addiction: “moist dugout perceptive.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY SIX
 
 
beggarly converge terrorism: “beggarly stains feral”
 
percolation flock terorism: “percolation philanthropic clown”
 
avalanche fabrics terrorism: “avalanche kneels articulate”
 
flux thrash terrorism: “flux burglar cloak”
 
smokestack orotund terrorism: “smokestack flicks avant”
 
hamburger incision terrorism: “hamburger percolates laggard”
 
inarticulate migratory terrorism: “inarticulate coverage clocks”
 
keel blossom terrorism: “keel trash rotund”
 
crown junk terrorism: “crown incisive imagined”
 
philanderer flagpole terrorism: “philanderer lessons bunk”
 
floral innards terrorism: “floral polar inert”
 
entertainment posse terrorism: “entertainment passive rubric.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY SEVEN



mangy addage sauce: “mangy grifter mouse”
 
excluding landscape sauce: “excluding eyes scriptures”
 
jaunty hatchet sauce: “jaunty manifest posits”
 
smack excalade sauce: “smack dimes plectrum”
 
spectrum safeguard sauce: “spectrum lacks haunt”
 
dimensions samaritan sauce: “dimensions clueless range”
 
preposition clamber sauce: “preposition adduce scrapes”
 
manifestly searching sauce: “manifestly hatching salads”
 
scruples harrow sauce: “scruples guardian samovar”
 
eyeball fastener sauce: “eyeball climber scorching”
 
louse rummage sauce: “louse narrow hastens”
 
graft inessential sauce: “graft plumage essence.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY EIGHT
 
 
gratitude allocation toolbar: “gratitude bathtub proof”
 
antecedent sepulcher toolbar: “antecedent daunt greenery”
 
pounce frustrate toolbar: “pounce whips slip”
 
clutches funding toolbar: “clutches oddly lush”
 
plush jarring toolbar: “plush clutch flounce”
 
oddity rupture toolbar: “oddity antic gratis”
 
courtship aftermath toolbar: “courtship allegory seeps”
 
horsewhip nursemaid toolbar: “horsewhip strata firmament”
 
greenbelt pluck toolbar: “greenbelt jars rapture”



 
daub clauses toolbar: “daub after curse”
 
waterproof goad toolbar: “waterproof flock causes”
 
bathos briefing toolbar: “bathos toad leaflets.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY NINE
 
 
electroshock breath broach: “filament warmly least”
 
scraping patient larvae: “east limber inspects”
 
pulverised climbs spittle: “south crouch follows”
 
introspection chewing crease: “inhabits browser glows”
 
limbo attribute swarming: “shamrock grape rejected”
 
breasts before firmament: “leather floods badly”
 
hollow heaven ejected: “read charred tones”
 
grouchy eliminates grope: “versus scrapple electric”
 
mouth melting bedrock: “wreath patents limbs”
 
blows thread body: “hewn attitude beef”
 
browse charnel fluid: “even liminal belts”
 
inhibition bones tether: “brittle argent roach.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY
 
 
magnetic absence suspected: “elephant lapse commerce”
 
trances turbulence despair: “pears adequate valves”
 
dreams physical political: “reclined worms addition”



 
values brought commercial: “impala scorch teak”
 
inadequate bypass collapse: “allergic moments robes”
 
appearing closed elaboration: “concave knights parking”
 
addiction ascribed robbing: “tiny wine probable”
 
stormy intestine moment: “drums dances magnet”
 
recounted psychic alleged: “absent turbine psychic”
 
breaks destiny parallel: “bought abscess closets”
 
torch intertwines nights: “scripts entwined physical”
 
impales improbable concave: “economic disrepair suspected.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY ONE
 
 
agitating rats: “constructed hallucinating pernicious liberty”
 
sins aura: “pernicious liberty descended question”
 
skull today: “descended question incalculable squeezing”
 
microbes indulges: “incalculable squeezing shrugging nailed”
 
mysticism vegetation: “shrugging nailed humanity pangs”
 
humanity pangs: “humanity pangs mysticism vegetation”
 
collars razors: “mysticism vegetation microbes indulges”
 
shrugging nailed: “microbes indulges skull today”
 
incalculable squeezing: “skull today sins aura”
 
descended question: “sins aura agitating rats”
 
pernicious liberty: “agitating rats constructed hallucinating”
 
constructed hallucinating: “constructed hallucinating pernicious liberty.”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY TWO
 
 
dupe diddled buried: “fork capital spoons”
 
afterward mother obscene: “full tests flake”
 
anus den palm: “fronts lever pried”

resins beginning solicitations: “plain magnetic raisins”
 
magic experiment fief: “as after dope”
 
complain thighbone warrior: “fiddles other pen”
 
fried gilds sooner: “begs perils phone”
 
cadaver omelette capitalist: “terrier loaf solicits”
 
frontal stinking fuck: “flux infinite gamut”
 
fake spirit gimlet: “split members mad”
 
testicular remembering infinity: “grids letters pink”
 
fulminating madman reflux: “balm scenic burl.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY THREE
 
 
quivering cadence daylight: “sentences brooms correct”
 
vain glance clump: “memory visits intuition”
 
parades soft pastoral: “appropriate transitional childhood”
 
flesh cardinal juggle: “cold horse books”
 
shells bombs souls: “sentimental margin math”
 
starting wire universe: “swan corners monotony”



 
suppossing happy cannons: “windows resemble lizards”
 
trenches worship mouths: “sour light sweaters”
 
spume stretcher heart: “lift bats kitchen”
 
lapsing sprout zigzag: “summer fixture flies”
 
crying pines mask: “next strangers vocabulary”
 
muse fashioned victory: “ribbons indented music.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY FOUR
 
 
love severed artillery: “lawn statements toes”
 
fecundity sang fetish: “satellite window music”
 
head colorless mortar: “unicorns proper cars”
 
laugh noble dream: “float latitude stalk”
 
speeches salt service: “uprooted bound retrospect”
 
rifleman danced grotto: “aquatic surprise plow”
 
twitch spread waste: “canoe likewise piano”
 
sister shining silver: “puddles swing apples”
 
lays horror time: “copper bulldozers quilt”
 
bottoms still giraffe: “bulk war asylum”
 
blackness draft gorgeous: “dappled renounced grammar”
 
trotting begging bleeding: “candles empty library.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY FIVE
 



 
masterpiece prisoner softness: “snakes warning seams”
 
invisibility bed campaigns: “entangled version moon”
 
assuming eternity killed: “disorder comparative maple”
 
guard divine headline: “leaves failed arrogance”
 
apparition olive ink: “thicken ships yolk”
 
raise comrades scripture: “displaced riders insect”
 
dust puddles faithless: “elaborate recall fingers”
 
sapphire helmet insomnia: “serene romantic helicopter”
 
shake florid fires: “apartment boggles toner”
 
hiccups rainwater insects: “copy perpetual religion”
 
invalids pantomime poems: “limits paragraph autumn”
 
tongues sink habits: “whittle pebbles salmon.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY SIX
 
 
tubercular vowels mother: “swims illegible horizon”
 
upstairs calendar burners: “birds weather twitch”
 
unblinking licorice gallop: “recent spectrum limber”
 
frothed angel badger: “sunlight empirical cooking”
 
phonographs changed mirages: “thorns remorse signs”
 
dangling future sky: “mosquito lightning commons”
 
epileptic nightjar suburb: “chants analogy gallops”
 
snail bandleader fountain: “topic born fashions”
 
slave fathomless champagne: “spirals scenic desert”



 
fireworks while disemboweled: “hidden bodies science”
 
pours mockery alone: “enclosed dirty eggs”
 
hip hope mobilization: “garbage education melodic.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY SEVEN

overdramatize: “encumbrances skein prairie sergeant sachet”

piercing: “squeeze disconcerted toolbox foam insulting”

creation: “scruffy safeguard suite suddenly befitting”

astute: “mood backpack intimation sweet terse”

prop: “treat huffy relocate angel treason”

horse: “footstep cure swap pants pallid”

drill: “helicopter noun nest demonstrative silence”

cornucopia: “citizen classified verbal reward dowel”

season: “trap rare dangling warble dogmatic”

spoil: “buckshot nobility gander sandpaper beef”

ferret: “gerund sandpiper settlings cluster steel”

compunction: “establish moan command hone soot.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY EIGHT

squeeze disconcerted toolbox: “hone soot hone”

foam insulting ridge: “hone soot hone”

scruffy safeguard suite: “hone soot hone”



suddenly befitting endure: “hone soot hone”

mood backpack intimation: “hone soot hone”

sweet terse kowtow: “hone soot hone”

treat huffy relocate: “hone soot hone”

parody angel treason: “hone soot hone”

footstep cure swap: “hone soot hone”

wisecrack pants pallid: “hone soot hone”

helicopter noun nest: “hone soot hone”

indefinite demonstrative silence: “hone soot hone”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND EIGHTY NINE

citizen classified verbal: “mellow engross hone”

peer reward dowel: “sandpaper buckshot warble”

trap rare dangling: “classified reward rare”

warble dogmatic flake: “sandpiper steel moan”

buckshot nobility gander: “overlay enlist pile”

sandpaper beef groundless: “groundless gander flake”

gerund sandpiper settlings: “dangling dowel verbal”

cluster steel headway: “command headway settlings”

establish moan command: “soot enroll hymn”

hone soot pile: “dogmatic nobility beef”

engross enroll enlist: “trap peer citizen”

mellow hymn overlay: “establish cluster gerund”



ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY

bitch fun careworn: “sausage bubbly steak”

secure nuzzle comic: “encumber librarian suede”

scoop shipment gig: “orchestral segment skin”

snatch assuage impetus: “scoop secure batch”

alleviate bubbly desolate: “prairie sorbet sacrificed”

salvation sake safety: “fig comic shopworn”

steer horny harm: “fan nozzle shipment”

irreproachable concordant comeback: “safely desolate impulse”

brooding chain inhale: “salvation alleviate snitch”

suede orchestra sacrifice: “inhale comely warm”

library sergeant sachet: “brooding reproach steer”

encumbrances skein prairie: “thorns concordant rain.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY ONE

pillow lance update: “plate glance willow”

daydream puny blister: “bluster pony dreamers”

appraise backbone sawmill: “swill boneless applesauce”

penetrating rapine wad: “wade rapid enervating”

stinging headrest papule: “pupae readers singing”

bastion borrow steal: “meals barrow mastication”



heist accumulate wayfarer: “further cumulus feisty”

typecast platry rocket: “socket planetary typeset”

hideaway tergiversation vicissitude: “viewed versus hidden”

eye heart  lionize: “ironic heat sighs”

retort invalidation edify: “edible valid resort”

efficacious chilling billow: “hillock willing effaced.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY TWO

sense up unclouded: “attached born decided”

index up unbecoming: “cut denied conscious”

leave up unethical: “coordinates cleaner exams”

hurdle up unexamined: “ethics becoming clouds”

explain up uncleaned: “sense index weaves”

vague up uncoordinated: “curdles plain vogue”

innovative up unconscionable: “votive pears spleen”

impair up undeniable: “volute ripples combs”

greenery up undercut: “sense unclouded index”

voluntary up undecided: “becoming weaves ethical”

riptide up unborn: “hurdle examines planet”

outcome up unattached: “clearly vague coordinates.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY THREE



pale care rump: “fail stops love”

sure cyst ends: “curb joys plus”

lone rock safe: “kitten lime dawn”

tied odds meow: “feel dyed scum”

twit wink song: “slip snack brain”

dark blab calm: “boot yurt perk”

jerk hurt root: “clam blob spark”

rain sack flip: “long pink wit”

drum died heel: “mow sods pied”

lawn time kith: “strafe clock sone”

plys joys curb: “blends wrist pure”

love tops fall: “lump rare tale.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY FOUR

bottleneck stimulus ruffle: “ruffle progressive scoot”

skin vanilla pains: “pains jingo birch”

trouble dullness marches: “marches discern barking”

noodle foster kingpin: “kingpin perfect bludgeon”

burgeon sheen obliterate: “obliterate poodle rubble”

perfection hell plasma: “plasma skini bottles”

baking smokescreen endorsement: “endorsement stimulus vain”



undiscerning siege bliss: “bliss full poster”

britches proposal nonentity: “nonentity spleen bell”

jingoistic backslider miter: “miter beige proponent”

soot reconsiders babel: “babel slides consider”

progressive mudslinging obbligato: “obbligato single suds.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY FIVE

lines loops curlicues: “lines center contour”

center evoking scattered: “center sight comprehensive”

contour arrested directions: “contour covey sober”

sight known accents: “sight shambles obtuse”

comprehensible scribble bewildering: “comprehensible blending concrete”

conveys property beginnings: “conveys initial circles”

sobriety containing multitude: “sobriety paper restraint”

ensambles lacerated characters: “ensambles revealed larceny”

obfuscating revealed rout: “obfuscating containers properly”

unending restraint  abstraction: “unending scribbles nouns”

concrete paper exposure: “concrete attests evokes”

initiates circle prudence: “initiates loops cues.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY SIX



scribes palpable absent: “palpable spiral deliberate”

gliding pious readers: “pious ditches cauldron”

unhesitating tracing amazed: “tracing eats tranquil”

seductive brushstroke encounter: “brushstroke divine nova”

innovating deforming slabs: “deforming seductive hesitant”

divinatory emotions dictionary: “emotions gilded scribes”

tranquil crammed rediscovered: “crammed pulp porous”

hearts seething perspective: “seething abscess readers”

children carrying furnaces: “carrying traces strokes”

ditches meaning ideas: “meaning amazed encounter”

deliberately reflection dragons: “reflection formless emotions”

inspiration nuance etymologoes: “nuance labs dictionary.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY SEVEN

overcome thanks composition: “griffon eccentric earth”

insistence ages resemblence: “alterity sways caliper”

disentangled abandoned running: “agile unless mint”

elements charm similitude: “tangles instance overboard”

weightlessness communion illumination: “thinks wages abandon”

agility landscape release: “harm communal landscape”

calligrapher demands discharge: “depends waltzed burbling”

way awaited water: “unless dauntless baroque”



alternately bubbling redress: “dynamic peddler couches”

earth guesswork vouches: “undress later discharge”

eccentricities dauntless meddlesome: “release illumined multitude”

buffoon baroque dynamic: “ruined semblance composite.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY EIGHT

source mantra temptation: “mantra temptation placid”

placid drop scarcely: “drop scarcely fearsome”

fearsome settles muted: “settles muted fibrous”

fibrous nowhere troubles: “nowhere troubles rigid”

rigid went free: “went free salt”

salt pleasures detachment: “pleasures detachment venerable”

venerable waterfalls ink: “waterfalls ink stuns”

stuns gesture chamber: “gesture chamber inventor”

inventor metals virgin: “metals virgin thieves”

thieves meadows doors: “meadows doors stolen”

stolen mornings armor: “mornings armor meshed”

meshed scholars runaways: “scholars runaways source.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND NINETY NINE

predilection abrupt yardstick: “upstate lozenge marl”

prejudice herald dipstick: “early matutinal addiction”



region honorable immobile: “complete valise punts”

addition swab esteem: “spot delusions mortal”

matrimony ripened cornball: “legion juicy predictions”

earthly consequence poacher: “adroit virile vulnerable”

punishing mount snarl: “immediate dropkick yardsale”

malaise embroil elongate: “deluge burnoose turns”

complement merriment update: “wholesome expiate optimistic”

immortalize wholesale burn: “preacher cannonball steams”

illusions expatiate bulge: “flout embroidered mints”

spat pessimistic deduced: “suave depends consecutive.”


